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Welcome to Godzone Real New Zealand NZCH/Christchurch 
for Lockheed Martin Prepar3d versions 3 and 4. 
 

Before you run the installer... 
 
You really should read this manual, but if you don’t normally read manuals, then please just be aware of these few points: 
 
During the installation process, the installer will run three third-party installers if required, to add functionality which Real NZ NZCH requires to 
work. These are: 
 
Vector Land Class Libraries — These are a base requirement of most Real NZ/Godzone scenery, so should be known to existing customers. Real 
NZ NZCH updates the libraries, with some minor changes and additions to the libraries. The Libraries installer is designed to be ‘silent’, in that you 
might not be aware that it was running until it finishes. 
 
The Vector Land Class Libraries installer may also call the installer for: 
Autogen Configuration Merger Tool — this tool allows developers to add their own definitions to the autogen descriptions, and repairs any de-
scriptions which are overwritten by third-party installers. It allows the use of custom New Zealand autogen in Real NZ NZCH, again it is required to 
get the best out of the scenery. 
Note that from version 4.4 of Prepar3d, this merger tool is not required. The NZCH installer will make the necessary changes, but it won’t remove or 
disable the merger tool as it may be used by other developers. 
 
SimObject Display Engine — this tool gives Prepar3d the ability to display custom simobjects, allowing programmed animation and conditional 
display of scenery objects. Within Real NZ NZCH, this controls the custom windsocks and airbridge docking systems. Please make sure that SODE 
installs correctly, otherwise you will not see these objects at all. 
 
The third-party installer manuals are included in the ZIP file, in the ‘OtherManuals’ subfolder, so that those of you who read manuals can do so be-
fore running the installer so that you are aware of how the individual installs work. 
 
Note that SODE and Autogen Configuration Merger Tool are called from your simulator, so they may need to be accepted as trustwor-
thy when you first run the simulator.  
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A note on choosing a suitable location to install your scenery: 
Prepar3d has adopted a more reliable and resilient method of adding scenery, using the Add-on.xml method. This allows for scenery to be installed 
in any location of your choice, and still be easily found by the simulator. It also removes the need to reinstall addons such as scenery when you up-
date or re-install your simulator. 

A suitable location should be easy to manage, and sensibly organised, but really it is up to you to decide where it should go. 

This Real New Zealand NZCH installer will try and suggest a suitable location, using a simple system: 

 If this is the first time you have installed a recent Real NZ scenery, then it will suggest the ‘default’ location recommended by Lockheed Martin 
in the development kit — %ProgramFiles%\— and this is suitable if you have a computer with just one drive.  

 However many of us these days have a faster SSD drive for the operating system, and a larger Hard Disc Drive for programs and data. So you 
get the choice to browse to another location, including on another drive. 

 Personally, I use a separate large hard drive, (2 in fact, a developer can never have enough disc space) with a folder called P3D4addons (and 
P3D3addons, as have both installed), and have subfolders named for each separate developer — in this case, a subfolder called ‘Godzone’.  

 Note that this installer will create this ‘Godzone’ folder automatically, so you just need to choose the ‘top level’ folder, in my case 
‘P3D4addons’. To remind you, the ‘browse’ box will display ‘\Godzone’ to the right of the path. 

 So step one, in this case, would be to create the ‘P3D4addons’ folder (you can call this anything you like) in your chosen location, before you 
run the installer. 

 If you have installed a recent Real NZ scenery, such as Real NZ Nelson or Real NZ Dunedin, the installer will display the ‘top level’ folder for 
the most recent installation. You can still browse to any other location if you wish. 

 If the installer finds that Real NZ NZCH has been previously installed, it will use that same location, you cannot change it as this stage. If you 
do with to change the location, you should first run the uninstaller, as this will allow you choose the install location when you run the installer. 
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Installing Real NZ NZCH 
 
1. The Real NZ NZCH installer is included in the downloaded ZIP file which includes this manual. You can install directly from the ZIP folder, or 

Extract the files to your hard drive.   

2. Follow the instructions on the Welcome screen, and press ‘Next’ when ready to proceed. 

3. The installer will then display the ‘Simulator Chooser’ screen. Note that the installer can only install to a single simulator at a time, so if you 
wish to install to more than one you will need to run the installer more than once. If the installer doesn’t find any supported simulator, it will 
display an error. If you are not sure how to fix this, please contact me via my website. See page 7 for some information on the Chooser 
screen, and how to choose a suitable install location. 

4. If the installer only finds one simulator, it will be automatically selected, otherwise you will need to select the simulator you wish to install to. 
Press ‘Next’ when you have made your choice. 

5. You can choose where to install the scenery outside the normal Prepar3d folder system, which is recommended. See the information later in 
the manual for how this works, and suggestions on where to install any Godzone/Real NZ scenery. 

6. Read and understand the terms and conditions. If you agree with these terms and would like to continue the installation, click the box 
marked 'I agree'. If you do not agree, click 'Cancel' to exit. 

7. When you are ready to continue with the installation, click 'Install'. Installation may take some time - please do not interrupt the process. 
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8. The Vector Land Class Libraries installer will also install the Autogen Configuration Merger Tool, if required, which controls the new custom 
autogen definitions in Prepar3d v3 and v4 up to version 4.3. Then the SimObject Display Engine installer will run if the required version is not 
already installed, please follow the prompts to install this in the default location. 

9. Once SODE is installed, it will run the SODE Platform Manager to allow you to activate your compatible simulators. If you have more than one, 
and intend to install Real NZ NZCH on more than one, then you must activate SODE in each simulator when you initially install SODE. (You 
can run the Platform Manager yourself at any time.) 

10. The SODE Platform Manager is shown here. It has a separate tab for each compatible sim it finds, and you need to register each sim that you 
intend to use with Real NZ NZCH. The goal is to get green lights on each simulator tab that you intend to install Real NZ NZCH. 

11. To do so, simply click on ‘Register!’ and the window should change to show that SODE has been registered, and activated within the simulator.  

12. Note that the SODE Platform Manager may open underneath the SODE installer window, so please shift the installer window if it is in the way.  

13. When you have activated all the required simulators in the SODE Platform Manager, close the Manager to complete the SODE installation. 

14. At this point the VLC Libraries installer will finish, click on ‘Finish’ to continue. 

15. When the Real NZ NZCH scenery has been successfully installed, the installer program will prompt you to exit.  
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Operating the airbridges 
 
NZCH has a number of airbridges, which are controlled with SODE. Note that these do not react to the default ‘jetway’ commands, but via the SODE 
window. 
To open the SODE window, the default key is Tab-S. That is, hold down Tab and press ‘s’.  
Here you can select the gate to control, and extend or retract the gate and hood. If your aircraft is not in a suitable position for the airbridge head 
to dock, SODE will give an error message onscreen.  
Tab-S again will close the open SODE window. 
If you have an updated version of GSX installed, GSX will take control of the gates using its own interface. The Real NZ NZCH installer includes a 
GSX file which adds GSX features such as parking systems, and controls the operation of the airbridges. Note that Level 2 is not required for the 
GSX support at NZCH. 
 
Uninstalling the scenery 
 
If you would like to un-install the scenery for any reason, the un-installer provided should take care of most things.  You can un-install Real NZ 
NZCH using Control Panel | Programs | uninstall a program. 
 
Important: Note that if you installed this scenery to more than one simulator, there will be more than one uninstaller listed, so you much choose 
the correct one! P3D3 or P3D4 should be appended to the name in the uninstall list. 
 
If the uninstaller encounters any issues with your installation, it will stop with a ‘SIMerror’ message, to prevent it doing something which you didn’t 
expect. If this happens please contact me via the Godzone site and I’ll supply manual uninstall details. 
 
The uninstaller will ask if you wish to delete the SODE shared files — this are shared by any simulators where you use Real NZ NZCH. If you wish to 
continue using the scenery in another installed simulator, choose ‘no’, otherwise choose ‘yes’. 
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The Simulator Chooser Screen:  

To ensure trouble-free reinstallation or updating of Prepar3d v3 and v4, Godzone addon scenery now resides outside the Prepar3d folder system,* 
and is managed by an ‘add-on.xml’ file, which tells the simulator where the various components of the scenery are located. This file is normally 
stored in your “Documents\Prepar3D v4 Add-ons” folder. Please leave it there, as this allows Prepar3d to find the scenery without having to edit the 
scenery.cfg file. If you have a small SSD drive for your operating system, and your documents folder resides there, don’t worry about this file taking 
up valuable space, as it is only a tiny text file. 

You can now choose the location of an individual Godzone/Real NZ scenery the first time you install it. Please give some thought to 
where you would like to store the scenery, as it may include large files. The installer will default to the location recommended by 
Lockheed Martin, but there are some reasons why you may wish to install elsewhere. For example, if you have a SSD as your Win-
dows OS drive, and a larger drive for data etc, then you should choose the data drive. 

This is what you should see the first time you install Real NZ NZCH for Prepar3d v4: 

As stated, the location shown in the box is the ‘recommended’ location. However, you can select any location you wish, by using the Browse func-
tion. Note that you shouldn’t choose an existing Godzone folder, but you can choose the ‘parent’ folder of an existing Godzone folder. 

If Real NZ NZCH was already installed, you will not see the Browse folder/button etc, as the installer will automatically select this.  

*although all the Godzone/Real NZ files reside outside the Prepar3d folder system, if you have FTX NZSI installed, it will disable some of the FTX 
NZSI files which reside in the Prepar3d folder system. This is unavoidable, as Orbx do not install this scenery elsewhere at present.  

A note on the VLC Libraries install location:  

In the past, the VLC Libraries installer has required separate input such as it’s own Chooser screen, but now it gathers this information from the 
NZCH installer. If you already have a previous version of the VLC Libraries, they will be updated in the same location.  

If you don’t have the libraries installed, the installer will use the same ‘base’ location that you selected for NZCH. 

Note that there is a separate uninstaller for the VLC Libraries. These libraries are normally required for all Real NZ/Godzone releases, and other NZ 
developers can use them as well, so you should only uninstall them if you are sure that they are not required for any other scenery. 
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Support 
 
For help and support with this Real New Zealand scenery, the best place to start is the Support Forum 
http://nzff.org/viewforum.php?f=12 
 
You can post a question on the forum, but you will need to become a member — membership is free. 
 
You can contact me using the Godzone Contact page on my website — http://www.windowlight.co.nz/contact.html 
 
 

Recommended Settings 
 
Real New Zealand NZCH should give good performance on any system capable of running Prepar3d to your satisfaction. However like any addon 
scenery which is adds realism and detail to the sim, there may be a slight performance hit. You can adjust the settings within the simulator to ad-
just the detail of this scenery, mainly the Autogen and Scenery Density settings, and still retain the ‘flavour’ of the airport. Higher Scenery Density 
settings affect the number of vehicles, plus a few other non-essential models. However a setting of at least ‘normal’ is required. 
 
As a developer, it isn’t up to me to tell you how you should be running your simulator, but here’s a few suggestions to get the best out of NZCH. 
 
Display Texture resolution — set to at least High — 2048x2048. 
Mesh resolution — set to at least 5 metres. 
Terrain Texture resolution — all the way to 7cm. 
Scenery Complexity — Very Dense will show all the scenery objects. 
Dynamic Reflections — should be on, any setting 
Dynamic Lighting in Prepar3d v4 — should be on! 
Autogen density — if you have fine-tuned your autogen density previously, there should be no reason to change it, but if not, you may wish to 
experiment with higher autogen settings around NZCH. 
Shadows — NZCH benefits a lot from having shadows turned on, and as high a setting as your system can reliably handle! I know that some devel-
opers recommend turning shadows off, but New Zealand’s air quality and unique lighting means that shadows are a major feature of airports. Try it 
with shadows on, with buildings and simobjects casting/receiving shadows. You’ll thank me for it! 
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Release notes for this scenery: 
 
If you install Orbx NZSI after installing Real NZ NZCH, you may need to reinstall Real NZ NZCH to set it to FTX-compatible. You should first uninstall 
the existing Real NZ NZCH. 
Although there is really only a few FTX files affected, so just ask me how to re-enable/disable these.  
 
As always, if you have other scenery which includes NZCH then you may need to disable these in the scenery library or some other way.  
 
However, Real NZ NZCH is designed to exclude most other scenery elements, so you may not need to disable anything else provided Real NZ NZCH 
has priority in the scenery library — that is, installed after any other conflicting scenery.  
 
Prepar3d v4 allows for dynamic lighting at NZCH — these will shine on your aircraft and other scenery elements if you allow dynamic lights in the 
settings. 
 
If you don’t see shadows on the runway/tarmac, you may need to allow Simulator Objects to receive shadows in the lighting settings. 
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